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1. GETTING STARTED

Make sure you have already some devices added, and scenes created in your Tahoma
Living Application.

Download from the online stores the mobile app Google Home & Google Assistant



1. Open your Google Home application

2. Tap on “Settings”

3. Scroll down and select Works with

Google…

2. GOOGLE HOME SETTING

Launch the Google Home mobile app on your mobile phone



4. Tap on “ ” then type “somfy” in the search bar.

5. Select Somfy Asia & Oceania

6. Enter your TaHoma login (email address) and password to
connect Google Home to Somfy Asia & Oceania smart services.
(This operation is required only once).



Lighting and window covering devices paired with TaHoma with be 
automatically discovered and appear on the interface.

Congratulation!

Now your Google account is 

linked with Somfy Tahoma! 



Now blinds, curtains and lights can be controlled even by with voice
control with Google Assistant.

Devices able to be discovered by Google assistant. 

Scenes will also be discovered by Google assistant.  
IRblaster command will be able to launch inside scenes.

3. ENABLE THE VOICE CONTROL



To launch the Tahoma scenes by using your voice is necessary link
them to routines

Two type of routine can be created.
Personal or common to all the user of the
household.

Pressing “Household” or “Personal” is
possible start the linking procedure

3. SCENARIO & ROUTINE

1. Tap on Routines.

2. Press on the + on
the right down corner



Routines require starting conditions and action to be executed

1. Tap on “add
starter” for
adding starting
conditions

2. Write in the field
the sentence
triggering the
scenario.

Tap on “add starter” for adding the
devices and or the scenario to trigger with
the voice command.

 Activate all 
the lights

 Activate the 
air 
conditioning

 Close all the 
lights



The right devices and scenarios have to be selected

1. Taping on
“Adjust Home
Devices” the
list of devices
present in the
household will
be listed.

2. Scrolling the list
until the bottom
will reveal the
new option.

Is possible select either the devices
present on the household installation and
or include the Tahoma Scenario.



Routines require starting conditions and action to be executed

When the routine is
complete, it will look like the
picture on the right. With a
starting condition and an
action to trigger.

The Tahoma scenarios
are listed in the picture
on the left. To include
them in the Google
home routines, just
check mark them.



The routines will be available for the activation in the main screen of
Google Home.

Now all is done. You can launch your scene using the voice control,
by saying the name of the scenario, the start condition Activate
#scene name #.

 Projector 
turned on by 
IR blaster 

 Projection 
screen 
lowered 

 Lights 
turned on 


